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Printable Materials

 


50 Cards - print the remaining pages of this document (in 
color, double-sided) in the order of this document. Then, cut 

each card out from every page (10 cards per page).

 


Rules of Play - included as the last page of this document.



 



Non-Printable Materials





Hourglass - if no 3-minute hourglass is available, use a phone, 
laptop, or stopwatch to track the 3-minute voting period. 
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The bully flicked someone off.



*physical bullying*
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The bully embarrassed your 
classmate in public. 
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The bully chucked a rock at your friend’s 
face.
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The bully talked s*%$! behind 
someone’s back.
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The bully told your friends to all stop talking 

to a classmate.
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The bully sent a fake email to 
someone to try to steal private 

information from them.
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The bully called someone a b*%$!
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The bully stole someone’s money.
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The bully posted something mean 
on social media about someone.
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The bully didn’t invite someone to 
a party, and instead, invited all 

their friends.
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The bully started leaving someone 
out on purpose.
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The bully began threatening to 
cause harm to classmates.
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The bully told a lie about someone to make 
yourself look better.
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The bully didn’t attend your 
friend’s party—you’re a fake 

friend!
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The bully left a snarky comment your friend’s 
social media post.
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The bully used someone’s things 
without asking them.
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The bully began taunting your 
friend’s sibling.
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The bully teased someone on the 
bus.
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The bully started a rumor that 
your teacher is stinky.
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The bully name-called your 
deskmate.
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The bully left mean comments on 
someone’s YouTube video.
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The bully lied to your friends 
about doing something.
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The bully tripped the person next to you on 
purpose.
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The bully started a rumor about 
your “best friend.”
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The bully pushed someone out of 
the way to get to the front of a 

line.
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Rules of Play

Set Up:

At the beginning of the game, face the role cards down and shuffle them. Each player will randomly take one 
of the cards. Place 5 bully action cards in the center of all the players—this pile of cards will represent the 
metaphorical "bully monster." Shuffle the remaining action cards and deal three cards to each player.



Objective:

Each player assumes one of two roles: Friend or Bully. Your role is known only to yourself and is a mystery to 
everyone else/

!/ Friend’s Objective - A friend can win in two ways. Either the friends need to identify and vote out all of 
the bullies, or the friends destroy the bully monster by taking cards out from the center pile (explained 
more in-depth later)/

F/ Bully’s Objective - A bully wins by keeping the bully monster alive until the end of the game and by not 
getting voted out by the friends.



RulesO
7 Each player will take turns playing one of their three cards. When you play a card, you play it face up so 

that everyone can see and read off the description/

7 Friend Card - Remove a bully card from the monster and explain how you would stand up against 
that case of bullying. After, move both of these cards into the discard pile/

7 Bully Card - Add it to the center pile to “grow” the bully monster/

7 Special Card  �

7 Peek at someone’s hand - choose any player and look at all three of their cards/

7 Switch with someone’s hand - choose any player to swap hands with/

7 Force a vote - everyone must vote immediately/

7 At the end of the turn, you draw another card so that you always have three in your hand/

7 After one cycle where everyone has played their turn, discuss who you think the bully is/

7 The game ends when the cards run out/

7 If the bully monster is still alive, everyone votes a final time in an attempt to vote out the bullies/

7 Voting - Take up to 3 minutes to discuss who you think the bully is; use the hourglass to keep time. At 
the end of the time, everyone immediately points to who they think the bully is. Majority rules and the 
voted person reveals their card/

7 If the voting is initiated from a special card, the game continues with the voted person removed 
from the gamI

7 If the voting is initiated at the end of the game, keep voting until all bullies are voted out or one 
friend is voted out. If all bullies are voted out, the friends win. If a friend is voted out, the bullies 
win.
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